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Abstract

Deep learning approaches achieved significant progress in predicting protein struc-
tures. These methods are often applied to protein-protein interactions (PPIs) yet
require Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) which is unavailable for various
interactions, such as antibody-antigen. Computational docking methods are capa-
ble of sampling accurate complex models, but also produce thousands of invalid
configurations. The design of scoring functions for identifying accurate models
is a long-standing challenge. We develop a novel attention-based Graph Neural
Network (GNN), ContactNet, for classifying PPI models obtained from docking
algorithms into accurate and incorrect ones. When trained on docked antigen and
modeled antibody structures, ContactNet doubles the accuracy of current state-of-
the-art scoring functions, achieving accurate models among its Top-10 at 43% of
the test cases. When applied to unbound antibodies, its Top-10 accuracy increases
to 65%. This performance is achieved without MSA and the approach is applicable
to other types of interactions, such as host-pathogens or general PPIs.

1 Introduction

Experimental methods for structure determination of macromolecular complexes, such as X-ray
crystallography and cryo- Electron Microscopy, can not be applied in a high-throughput manner
[4]. Recent progress in deep learning models for protein folding also enabled modeling of protein-
protein complexes with high accuracy [2, 9, 14]. However, these methods rely on a co-evolutionary
signal from MSA which is not available for many complexes, such as antibody-antigen, leading to
inaccurate predictions [31]. Computational docking methods for modeling PPIs, while applicable on
a larger scale, still suffer from low accuracy [18]. Docking usually involves two parts: sampling and
scoring. Sampling methods, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or geometry-based approaches
[24, 11, 15], usually sample accurate models for the “rigid” docking cases, where there are no
significant conformational changes between the bound and unbound structures. However, the scoring
presents a major challenge in identifying a few accurate models among the thousands that are
generated by the sampling methods.

Much effort has been devoted in developing scoring functions for assessing docked complexes
[5, 1, 23]. Despite this effort, the accuracy remains fairly low: state-of-the-art scoring functions
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rank correct models among its Top-10 models in 10% to 40% of the cases for unbound docking
[12], depending on the dataset and the scoring function. The accuracy drops significantly, below
15%, when the comparative models are used for docking [26]. Recently, there has been progress
in designing scoring functions using deep learning models, including 3D convolutional [29] and
hierarchical rotation-equivariant networks [8]. However, they were not able to surpass traditional
scoring functions, such as ZRANK [22] and SOAP-PP [7]. Graph representation and GNN models
are a well-suited for protein structures and protein-protein interactions resulting in some success in
scoring tasks [6, 30]. Here, we describe a new GNN-based model, ContactNet, which is specifically
designed to model biological protein-protein recognition interfaces consisting of short interacting
linear fragments with the appropriate invariances. The model detects and analyzes contacting patches
in protein-protein interfaces to resolve the docked model validity. Specifically, the network consists
of the following processing stages. First, it encodes an embedding of both the structural (geometric)
and chemical properties of each residue in each input protein. The geometry is introduced by a
variant of graph attention mechanism that limits the interaction to spatially neighboring amino acids.
Second, the inter-protein distance matrix is used for detecting potentially interacting linear segments,
which are also analyzed and encoded into low-dimensional contact descriptor vectors. Finally, a
sequence of encoding-transformer layers integrates the information gathered from all the interacting
linear segments to score input docked models. ContactNet was trained and tested on antibody-antigen
data and achieved highly accurate classifications of antibody-antigen models generated by docking,
where it nearly doubled the success rate of state-of-the-art methods. Specifically, it detected an
accurate model among the Top-10 best scoring for ∼43% of the test set, compared to ∼22% by
current methods.

2 Methods

2.1 ContactNet architecture

ContactNet starts by extracting low-level features at the level of neighboring amino acids in each
protein and uses them to analyze larger scale contact regions and resolve their global interaction
across the interface between the two proteins. This processing pipeline is performed by a sequence of
three modules (Fig. 1):

Single-protein embedding module This module uses the chemical properties of each amino acid
in each protein along with its neighboring amino acids and contextualizes this information in an
embedded representation. We implement this module using a distance aware graph attention layer
[27] where Cα atoms are the nodes and the edges correspond to amino acids in close proximity
(Cα − Cα distance < 16Å). Specifically, we calculate the attention weight between two residues
as wij = softmax(< ki, qj > /dij) where ki = MLP (ri) and qj = MLP (rj) for residue i, and
obtain a context-aware representation by ei =

∑N
0 wi,jvj . allows us to introduce an inductive bias

that decouples non-neighboring residues. The embedded representation is computed for each protein
in the complex separately and is denoted by ereceptori and eligandi .

Contacts embedding module The association between the proteins (binding or not) is mainly
determined by the type of interaction between localized linear segments. Typically, there are around 6
peptide segments in an average interface of 1,000Å2 with most of the segments up to 13 amino acids
in length [21, 19]. We carefully design our network architecture to induce its inference according to
these structural considerations.

The inter-protein distogram Dij (distance matrix of the receptor-ligand complex bipartite-graph)
is a fairly sparse, and its non-trivial elements correspond to contacts between the two proteins.
Consequently, we focus our classification on the neighboring segments that are identified using a
non-maximum-suppression algorithm over the inter-protein distogram matrix Dij . We then extract
short linear segments around these amino acids (10 amino acids in each chain direction) from
their embedded single-protein representation, i.e., [ereceptori−L , ..., ereceptori+L ] and [eligandj−L , ..., eligandj+L ],
where the length of these segments is 2L+1. To allow the network to account for the interaction
between every pair of amino acids in the two segments, we generate an interaction descriptor
(Fig. 1B) by tiling each segment along with the other and concatenating the two, as given by
Ei,j(s, t) = [ereceptori+s ; eligandj+t ] [28]. Thus, the spatial coordinates s, t of the resulting 3D tensor,
Ei,j(s, t), correspond to different pairs of amino acids, and its third coordinate parametrizes their
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Figure 1: ContactNet architecture. A Single protein embedding module. This module uses
sequence, secondary structure, solvent accessibility, and the Cα− Cα protein distance matrix. The
network learns a new representation of physico-chemical features using an encoder transformer. B
Contacts embedding module. This module extracts the most contacting and possibly interacting linear
segments from the single protein embedding stage and encodes them into interaction descriptors. C
Interaction transformer module. The transformer module is trained to classify the entire interaction
interfaces based on these embedded contact descriptors.

embedded representation. By feeding each Ei,j(s, t) through a 2D convolutional network, containing
multiple pooling operators, we allow the model to analyze multiple sub-segments at different scales
and lengths and produce a low-dimensional encoding vector cij for each i,j contact. This process
is applied over the top 8 non-overlapping interacting segment pairs detected from the inter-protein
distogram Dij .

Interaction transformer module The resulting contact descriptor vectors cij are then passed, as
separate tokens, to a classification transformer network (along with a special classification token).
This global operator allows the model to integrate data from all the contacting segments to derive a
final prediction of the validity of the complex. This module is capable of learning general non-linear
relations between the contacts while being invariant to their order. The resulting classification token
is then passed through an MLP to produce the final prediction.

3 Results

Prediction protocol for antigen-antibody complexes. We trained and tested ContactNet on 875
antibody-antigen structures from the AbDb dataset (see A.1). The antibodies were modeled ab
initio using AlphaFold2-multimer-v1 (AFM) [9] to simulate real-life scenario where only antibody
sequences are available. Overall, five models were obtained for most of the antibodies. Docking was
run on the antigen and five antibody AFM models using the antibody-antigen PatchDock protocol
(see A.5, Fig. 2). Docking models were re-ranked using SOAP-PP statistical potential [7] and the
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Figure 2: Prediction protocol for antigen-antibody complexes. The antibody sequence is modeled via
AFM to obtain five modeled structures that are docked using PatchDock. The top docking models
ranked by SOAP-PP score are reevaluated by ContactNet. Finally, the docking models from the five
AFM antibody models are clustered to reduce redundancy.

top 3000 were assessed by ContactNet. Finally, we clustered the docking models among the five
antibody AFM models using interface clustering [5] with an RMSD threshold of 5Å.

ContactNet performance. Overall, due to the sampling protocol (antibody modeling and docking),
acceptable or higher accuracy docking models according to CAPRI criteria (see A.2) were obtained
for 88% of the complexes (out of 85 in the test set), which is the upper bound for our success rate
(Fig. 4A). Most of the correct models produced by docking were of acceptable and medium accuracy,
with high accuracy models sampled rarely. We compared ContactNet to SOAP-PP statistical potential
which defines the state-of-the-art on several benchmarks and to the five antibody-antigen complex
models obtained from the AFM, as it was shown to outperform state-of-the-art docking methods on
several benchmarks [9, 31].

We find that ContactNet almost tripled the Top-1 success rate (see A.2) compared to AFM and
SOAP-PP (Table 1, Fig. 4A) for modeled antibodies. The Top-5 success rate was also significantly
higher compared to both AFM and SOAP-PP. AFM had a better performance compared to SOAP-PP
on our modeled antibodies dataset. Most of the hits selected by ContactNet in the Top-5 were of
medium and acceptable accuracy (67% and 33%), while most of AFM models were of high accuracy
(Fig. 4B). This can be explained by the low number of high-accuracy models sampled by the docking
algorithms.

When tested on 32 unbound antibody-antigen complexes from Benchmark 5.0 [13], ContactNet
achieved a higher performance with a success rate of 68% and 75% for Top-1 and Top-5 docking
models, respectively (Fig. 4C). In contrast, SOAP-PP had a success rate of 20% and 35% and AFM
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Figure 3: Performance of ContactNet, AFM, and SOAP-PP on the modeled antibodies test set.
A. Success rate for TopN predictions for ContactNet (blue), AFM (green), and SOAP-PP (orange).
The red line indicates the upper bound for ContactNet and SOAP-PP due to missing acceptable or
higher accuracy models.B. Top5 models of each method divided into high, medium, and acceptable
accuracy. C. Success rate for topN predictions on the unbound test set for ContactNet, AFM, and
SOAP-PP. D. Success rate for topN in predicting epitopes for ContactNet, AFM, and SOAP-PP.

had a success rate of 20% and 40%, for Top-1 and Top-5 respectively. The use of unbound antibodies
should not affect AFM performance because only the sequence was used as an input.

We also tested ContactNet for epitope prediction using interface assessment criteria (see A.3) [16].
ContactNet reached a success rate of 50% and 70% for Top-1 and Top-10 docking models, respectively
(Fig. 4D). In contrast, SOAP-PP had a success rate of 25% (Top-1) and 50% (Top-10) and AFM had
a success rate of 38% (Top-1) and 42% (Top-5).

4 Conclusions

We present a novel deep learning architecture to address the problem of scoring antibody-antigen
docking models. We train ContactNet for antibody-antigen complexes which present significant
challenges, including the need to model antibodies and the lack of MSA that facilitates AFM
prediction. ContactNet has significantly higher accuracy compared to state-of-the-art methods.

Several key factors contribute to the high performance of ContactNet. First, the compact 2D distogram
representation for the protein and for the antibody-antigen interface makes the method invariant to
transformations. Second, the network architecture is designed to simulate the biological process of
protein-protein association where the interface contacts are formed by small complementary patches
on the surfaces of the two proteins. The use of a problem-tailored architecture enables us to derive
meaningful information out of the limited amount of data and create meaningful inductive bias.
Finally, the residue level protein representation not only enables efficient training of the model using
less GPU memory and runtime but also makes the network less sensitive to the differences between
bound and unbound structures which often have different side-chain orientations.
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A Appendix

A.1 Dataset preparation

A dataset of ∼1,800 antibody-antigen complexes from the AbDb was used [10]. Complexes with
antigens larger than 700 or smaller than 20 amino acids were discarded, resulting in 1,214 complexes.
Because this is a dataset of bound complex structures, we produced noisy unbound-like models
for antibodies by modeling the antibodies via AFM, thus exposing the docking and the training to
modeled structures. The complexes were divided into train and test using 97% sequence identity cut-
off for antibody sequences, The final train set included 790 complexes, with 85 additional complexes
that were used for validation. The complexes were divided into train and test using 97% sequence
identity cut-off for antibody sequences.

We have also validated our method using 32 unbound antibody-antigen complexes from the docking
Benchmark 5.0 [13] by training a model that excludes all these complexes. This set contains unbound
structures that enable us to test our method using more accurate antibody structures.

A.2 Assessment criteria

Each complex model is assessed for accuracy based on root mean square deviation (RMSD) from
the correct structure, as used at CAPRI [20, 17]. A docking model is considered acceptable if the
ligand Cα RMSD after superposition of the receptors is < 10 Å or the interface Cα RMSD is < 4 Å.
A docking model is of medium accuracy if ligand Cα RMSD is < 5 Å or interface Cα RMSD is <
2 Å. The success rate is the percentage of benchmark cases with at least one medium or acceptable
accuracy model in the TopN predictions.

A.3 Epitope prediction assessment

Antigen interface assessment is performed using Recall and Precision criteria from CAPRI [16].
Recall is the fraction of correctly predicted complex interface residues in the model and Precision is
the fraction of residues in the model interface that are the actual complex interface residues. Interface
residue is a residue whose solvent accessible area is lower in the complex (or model) than in the
individual components. A predicted interface is considered correct if Recall and Precision are at least
0.5. Here, we calculated the Recall and Precision for the antigen only to estimate the accuracy of
epitope identification.

A.4 Training

ContactNet was trained end-to-end to predict binary classification based on the assumption that the
distribution of correct and incorrect complexes is separable while optimizing the cross-entropy loss.
We trained the model with the WADAM optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4 that decays 100 times
while training using the cosine decay as a learning rate scheduler with a weight of 5e-3 for the decay
factor. The batch size contained 52 docking models, randomly selected from different complexes for
better generalization. One epoch was defined as 2,000 batches with 100,000 docking models per
epoch. The network was trained for 160 epochs. The major challenge in the training process was the
unbalanced nature of the data. Specifically, there were hundreds of thousands of negative complexes
compared to a small number of positive ones. To cope with this challenge each batch is composed of
25% of the positive, acceptable accuracy docking models and 75% of the negative, incorrect ones.
We used the W&B platform for experiment tracking [3] . and trained the model on a single GPU
2080RTX for 20 hours.

A.5 Sampling antibody-antigen complexes

The antibodies were docked to antigens using the antibody-antigen docking protocol of PatchDock.
PatchDock is an efficient geometric rigid docking method that maximizes shape complementarity
[25].Here we used a higher sampling precision to generate a higher fraction of “positives”, eg.
acceptable accuracy models, for training, typically generating 100,000 docking models. These
models were scored and re-ranked using SOAP-PP statistical potential [7]. For training, we used
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Figure 4: Figure 1S. Funnels for scoring functions. A. ContactNet, AFM, and SOAP-PP funnels as
a function of interface RMSD for the three cases from the test set (1KIP, 5EZO, and 5IAI). Each dot
corresponds to a docking model. Acceptable accuracy models are shown in red. B. The top scoring
models for each scoring function (ContactNet - blue, AFM - green, SOAP-PP- orange) are shown at
the bottom (overlaid on the gray X-ray structure).

2,500 top-scoring models along with up to 50 positives irrespective of their ranking. For validation,
we have used 2,500 top-scoring docking models based on SOAP-PP ranking.

A.6 Scoring function

To visualize the discrimination properties of the two scoring functions and the AFM, we examined the
test set funnel plots . We found that ContactNet is highly selective, classifying most of the docking
models as strictly negative (score = 0.0).When positives are correctly identified (Fig. S1, PDB 1KIP).
In contrast, the funnels of SOAP-PP have a wider spread of docking models across the range of score
values (y-axis). In some cases, ContactNet fails to identify accurate complexes (Fig. S1, PDB 1IAI).
However, even when it fails, the epitope is often correctly predicted, but the antibody orientation is
incorrect (Fig. S1, PDB 1IAI).
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